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Frequent Question and Answers
1. What is IMFO (International Monetary Freedom Organization?
IMFO is a non-profit organization aims to empower the world by creating crypto
currency used between country and country. IMFO will apply blockchain technology
to achieve goals which Bretton Woods System failed to and ultimately world history
will be rewritten. IMFO key members are those “crazy enough” to believe they could
and will make the world a better place. Combine of faithful warriors with a great
mission, the existence of IMFO makes the world fairer, easier, safer!
2. What’s the relationships among IMFO, ATOSHI and ATOS?
ATOSHI is a decentralized network that based on blockchain technology, it’s the
ultimate version evolved from bitcoin network.
ATOS is crypto currency developed base on ATOSHI networks.
ATOSHI and ATOS are tools of IMFO to achieve its will, of which is to uphold fairer,
safer and faster among transactions between countries.
3. Brief Introduction of atoshi?
Atoshi(ATOS in short) is a cryptocurrency that is used between countries. The
Theoretical basis of atoshi is in the book of Friedrich Hayek(Nobel Prize winner in
economics) "The De-nationalization of Money." We believe that the currency used
between countries should not be issued by a certain country but should be issued by
blockchain technology and controlled by the people of the world. And everyone can
use atoshi network to issue token without knowing any coding language and pay ATOS
as the transaction fees in any industries. Then ATOS will become popular in daily use.
In the end, it will become a crypto currency with 0 transaction fees, transfer speed
under a second to any part of the world. Atoshi, a limited strong currencies is the best
option to store value, increase value and ease the life for the people of the world.
4. Why ATOS when there are already plenty cryptocurrencies?
Just as Steve Jobs challenged the global audience there should be a better cellphone
name “iPhone” even when everyone else believes both Motorola and Nokia are
uncatchable, we believe bitcoin, as well as other existing cryptocurrencies were at
the early stage, especially bitcoin technology is 10 years before …there must be a
better crypto currency to be invented.

5. Why IMFO?
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The goal of ATOSHI blockchain is to deliver fairness, safe, speed and easiness among
international transactions between countries, of which Bretton Woods System failed
50 years ago; it enables absolute fairness among nations and countries with a money
that controlled by decentralized network in the hand of the people of the world.
It will be a brand new chapter that we are about to start. For challenges down the
road and holding-backs yet to come, only through united together as a strong team
base on common faith and belief can we achieve breakthroughs to deliver
performance!

6. What are the requirements to join IMFO as a member?
WE are here to guarantee the life, liberty, property and faireness for people of all
nations.
A firm believer of IMFO for its aim and core value: Empower the world! Create a better
crypto currency for the world and “crazy enough” to believe we can change the world!
Would like to contribute time or money. Of course, in return, we will give you lots of
ATOS as a reward.
The membership fee to join IMFO is 500USD. In return we will give you equal amount
of ATOSHI as a gift.

7. What are benefits of IMFO members?
1) Any actions you help IMFO and ATOSHI, you will get reward. Such as if you write
an article and put on the internet and people too much viewed it, such as if you
make a youtube video about us and too much people viewed it…or if you help sell
atoshi to any person, you will be rewarded as well.
2) To become co-founder after certain level of contribution to IMFO: such as sold
more than 160000USD of ATOSHI
3) Chance to write your name in the history as we are here to write the history of the
world

8. How to get ATOS?
There are two ways:
1) Contribution: organize promotion activities, cover social media report, internet
network building, make up promotion video/audio uploaded in youtube,
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language translation, invite to join and contribute, for more details please visit:
https://t.me/atoshifoundation;
2) Buy it from our website:atoshi.org

9. what is the benefit to be co-founder?
1) We will give your more ATOS as a promotion.
2) Names will be write into history;
3) Become super rich if ATOS goes up to 10000 times;
10. Isn’t cryptos a big bubble now?
Investment on cryptos goes way beyond traditional logic and methodology; Donald
Trump and his father together spent more than 100yrs to earn 5 billion;Jeff Bezos
spent 20years to be the richest;19-year-old programmer Vitalik Buterin made 5 billion
by writing a program called Ethereum; Chris Larsen founder of Ripple become one of
the richest man in the world in 5 years and will more richer than Bill Gates soon.
Crypto pioneers shock investors that traditional investment theories and experiences
become irrelevant and useless; value increase goes beyond common sense. If you
think it is a bubble and not invest, the price will be double …then go up 10times, if
you still don’t buy, it will went up 100time or even more. Ripple value increase 300
times within 1 year, Litecoin went up 7500times, Ethereum went up 5000times,
Bitcoin increase 26 million times since 2009.
Cryptos is still at baby age, the whole market cap 324Billion but the world totally
running currency is hundreds of trillion. Cryptos still have a chance to grow by
thousands times.

11. Is ATOS risk-free?
ATOS is the “iPhone” in digital currency, aim to be a cryptocurrency used for
transaction between countries where Breton Woods System failed; there are
hundreds trillion transactions between countries, yet there is only 100 billion ATOS.
Even if 1USD/ATOS, it is still less than 1% of hundred trillion.
There is risk in everything, we do suggest not to invest more than 10% personal asset
or one-month salary income. If the price went up 10000times, you become super
rich, if the project failed, the lost is affordable.
12. Can it be refund after buying if I have regretted?
Only if you bought more than 3000USD, within 7 days of payment, funds will be
returned shall you regret for the decision.
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13. Will 100 billion coins be too much? Hardly reliable?
Were Ripple reliable when its value increased 350 times in 2017 after issuing 100
billion coins? The answer is obvious and no. ATOS is for transactions between
countries, for 7.3 billion people worldwide, each person holds average 14 ATOS only
which is small amount.
14. What are the specials of ATOS compare with others?
We define ATOS as a cryptocurrency for international transactions between
countries.
There are over 200 trillion transactions across countries and this is what ATOS going
after.
Difference compare with Bitcoin: Bitcoin network slow, including processing blocks,
high transaction fee, hard to commercialize in large scale; limit government
admittance as it’s unable to fight crime due to anonymity; computing power wastage
along with electricity wastage; Most big disadvantage, big mining pools can control
more than 50% of the computer power which may have the possibility to attack the
whole network.
Other cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum, TPS speed limits at 15;EOS meant to
exceed Ethereum, but 5% more crypto created make it impossible to be the currency
for transactions between counties.
15. What’s the technical breakthrough of the ATOS?
Fast transaction; No transaction fees; No electricity wasting; Real name registration;
highly decentralized computing power, less risk and anti-crime.
16. What benefits ATOS is offering to the society?
ATOS is anti-inflation, reserve value, no transaction fee, real name, instant
transaction. The blockchain act as same as the circulation of gold which is value
exchange, it not only inherits benefits of gold other than the physical nature, but also
exceeds the properties including easy reserve, easy to identify, value split, carry and
circulate, safer and max protection against crime.
Following are limitations of current cryptos which At:
1) Anonymity leads to crime; example Mt Gox exchange hacked 840,000 Bitcoins and
nobody knows where the coin goes to;
2) Cryptocurrency mining causing significant electricity & computing capacity wastage;
3) Cryptocurrency mining causing centralization of the computing capacity;
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4) High transaction cost; to compare with existing credit card system which is cost free,
would be hard to be widely used;
5) Bretton Woods System failed to deliver a trustworthy payment system between
countries; Blockchain technology is the right tool to solve it.
17. Does the ATOS need to be mined?
Mining is a waste of energy and computing power. It is against the mission of IMFO to
make the world a better place.
18. How can ATOS increase it value?
1) Standing on the shoulders of giants, atoshi has the advantages of gold and bitcoin,
while improving their shortcomings. Gold and bitcoin are extremely valuable, so
our ATOS will be extremely valuable. Value-adding is very simple. You only need to
solve some of the shortcomings of gold, bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. If you
solve problems one by one, it will be easier to use than others.
2) The capital raised by selling ATOS, except for research and operating expenses, 50%
of the remaining capital is invested in various cryptocurrencies, 20% is ang el
investment, 30% high potential stocks and real estate. Annual investment profit of
30-50% to buy ATOS back from the market
3) All our invested companies must accept atoshi for payment. In this way, atoshi will
become more and more popular and become a giant blockchain investment bank.
4) Google has invested in a lot of companies, atoshi will do the same. The companies
we invest in will use atoshi as discount payment. This will form a multi-industry and
wide range usage of atoshi.In the end atoshi will become dominant currency
with limited amount.
5) At present, bitcoin, Ripple, Ethereum, etc. are not supported by physical assets,
not enough "hard", our atomic currency will be "hard" enough. Bitcoin has
increased by 26 million times and Ripple has 25 million times. Atoshi stands on the
shoulders of these giants with new innovations for a huge increase in value.

19. How to make everyone know about ATOS?
Communities, media, events, self-illumination.... a series of full promotion. We will be
on tons of media bombing soon.
Do a NADAQ commercial advertisement will on the agenda then ICO, with more cash
flow in hand enables a better position in cryptocurrency development.
20. Are there any conflicts with countries who issue its own currency?
The mission of International Monetary Freedom Organization is to make the world a
better place. We believe the world is better if each country become better, so we
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support each country in developing the economy. First, each sovereign country
should be stable and prosperous. The issue of currency within sovereign countries
should be in the hand of each government so that they can regulate and control the
economy, mobilize social resources, and build the country better.
However, there is still a need for a better currency for the transaction between
countries and countries. There should be a currency used for the purpose for
transaction between countries and this currency should be cryptos based on
decentralized blockchain and in control of the world. ATOS is trying to be one of
them.
21. Where are your team member base?
We are a decentralized team collaborates through internet. As of today, team
members are spread out across China, USA , UAE , United Kingdom, Spain, and Japan
etc. We will set up offices globally when needed, first batch of preselected locations
are major cities in US, China, Switzerland, Spain and Georgia.
22. How your team strives maximum to achieve success of the project?
Our team will invest 5 million USD and the founding team’s part of ATOS’s
transaction will be locked up to 8 years. The most important is to solve the pain point
of the society and make the world a better place. Our names will be written in the
history by changing the world with great fortunes if we succeeded. We summon
those excellent minds to join IMFO to contribute the great future, core technicians
deserve opportunity of winning Nobel Prize of Science. (If you know or you are IT
geek, please contact WhatsApp: +971528888968)

IMFO (International Monetary Freedom Organization) and Atoshi use blockchains technology to
create “Crypto of all the cryptos” “Make the world a fair place”
The goal of ATOSHI blockchain is to deliver fairness, safe, speed and easiness among
international transactions between countries.
If you are busy every day but still feeling confusion, you must ask yourself if you want to do
something bigger than what you have ever done. If you want to join a historic changing that you
don't regret for a lifetime, join us as volunteer. We will give you ATOS as thanks if you help us
build the community of atoshi, make and upload youtube videos or do any kind of promoting and
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do software developing contributions.

If you still not understand, let me give some example maybe will make it easy.
For example, today I must transfer 100,000 U.S. dollars to invest. As a result, I can't do it
because banks take at least 3 working days. . . In this way I may lose good investment
opportunities. . .. If someone travelled abroad, had a car accident and desperately need huge
amount money for surgery, otherwise life in danger, this is impossible to be done using current
banking system. Life is priceless! There is no way can solve these pain points now, let’s make
help the world take a change.

Crypto currency can transfer money internationally in seconds any corner of the world. And the
cost is extremely low, you just need to sit in home and get it instantly. I have used Western
Union to send money, which is slow, and the fee is expensive. I must wait until Western Union's
counter opening time before I can withdraw money. It is said that the fee for transfer money in
some countries even up to 20%.
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